Carve your own path
from studio-quality
recordings
to release-ready
tracks
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Dare to build on your musical ideas and explore new
avenues of sonic color from the comfort of your home studio?
Tap into the imaginative world of the independent creator with
studio-quality sound and a complete creative toolbox – where
all the inspiration you need is at arm’s length, just waiting to
be discovered.
Take the creative process into your own hands and start
curating with the largest selection of analog-modeled plugins,
vintage mic emulations and expressive virtual instruments.
Strive as many times as you wish and test out your ideas –
we give you the tools, you shape your creative vision.

The Synergy Core audio interfaces
Groove with the rhythm of studio-quality audio, while breaking
free from the time-constraints of studio production. The discrete
preamp and clocking technologies do the most for your sound while
the routing and control panel present you with immersive workflow
possibilities. Everything else is up to you.

What do you get with every purchase of the following Synergy Core audio interfaces:

DISCRETE 4 SYNERGY CORE

36 Plugins, Edge Solo, Bitwig, The Analog Curator FX Bundle

DISCRETE 8 SYNERGY CORE

36 Plugins, Edge Solo, Bitwig, The Analog Curator FX Bundle

ZEN TOUR SYNERGY CORE

36 Plugins, Edge Solo, Bitwig, The Analog Curator FX Bundle

ORION STUDIO SYNERGY CORE

50 Plugins, Edge Solo, Bitwig, The Analog Curator FX Bundle

The аnalog-мodeled collection
All Synergy Core interfaces come with a vast collection of analogmodeled plugins. Apply them imaginatively and run all the instances
you will ever need in a session simultaneously with near zero
latency on the Synergy Core onboard platform. Music production
has never been about limitations.
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What’s included
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Edge Solo modeling mic

18 Vintage mic emulations

The single-capsule large-diaphragm condenser
mic is adaptable to a wide range of recording
scenarios and stands out with its refined sound.
Feed a couple of notes into the modeling mic
and benefit from the all-powerful factor of
improvisation.

Find a fresh approach to your recording
sessions and get the right vibe in the sound
booth by presenting the artist with a vintage
mic locker. The mics modeled are some of the
most recognized in the industry – your favorite
artists loved their sound.

Bitwig Studio 3
The full version of the cross-platform DAW is
for anyone who fancies the creative challenge
and has a knack for experimentation. With
a big variety of instruments & plugins for
sound design and over 3,000 sounds & factory
presets, the innovative software is also an
extremely effective tool when it comes to
flexibility in audio editing. Control the rhythm
or let it flow with Bitwig Studio 3.
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The Analog Curator FX bundle
Add 5 plugins that recall the sonic essence
which built the reputation of the lavish units
they were modeled on. Combine them in a signal
chain and apply the sound of past decades to any
spontaneous jam session. Track with the plugins
or edit on the fly when inspiration strikes with
the included tape machine, tube mic preamp,
tube graphic EQ, stereo bus and stereo knee
compressors.
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INCLUDED PLUGINS

REEL-TO-REEL
BLONDER-TONGUE AUDIO BATON
RD47
IMPRESSER
COMP-4K-BUS

How it works

1. Buy a Synergy Core audio interface.
2. The Edge Solo modeling microphone will be delivered to the customer together with
the interface.
3. The real-time plugins and the The Analog Curator FX Bundle will be automatically
added to your user account and will be available to use in the Control Panel.
4. Shortly after activating the interface, you will receive an email with a serial number
for the full version of Bitwig Studio*. After registration in the Bitwig website, you
will be able to download the software and activate Bitwig Studio.
*The license for Bitwig Studio includes 12 months of free upgrades. It is part of the
special offer and as such it can’t be resold as a stand-alone.
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NB: The above mechanics do not apply to b-stock or previously activated devices
and the user will have to contact help@antelopeaudio.com in order to receive their
promotional goods.

Find out more at antelopeaudio.com

